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REDONDO.

N a careful study of the

picture shown here—

with, which gives in

outline the Redondo in

stallation, one is im

pressed with its lines of

beauty and symmetry

in design, but when one

observes the structure

more closely, its mas

siveness and stability—

a fitting tribute to the

industry it represents——

outweigh all other con—

siderations. The Re

dondo plant today pre

sents features of design and cleverness of operation

that may well be emulated by the central station fra

ternity at large.

The three huge concrete stacks rising 125 feet in

elevation above the boiler

room floor line, the three

50-inch steel pipes filled

to the utmost with cool

sea water which is con

stantly being returned

back into the sea heated

to an unbearable tempera—

ture, the great oil tanks

casting a black silhouette

across the sky line, im—

press upon us with no un—

certain emphasis the gi

gantic forces at work in

operating the industries

of a busy, growing coun

try.

Upon the roof whence

the net work of wires de

part on their journey to

the city, the apparent con

trast between the nearby

fragile but latest improved type of lightning pro

tectors and the massive concrete chimneys in the back

ground is very striking. '

No detail seems to have been overlooked for com

plete and economic operation. Even the little auto

matic measuring box perched upon the feed-water

reservoir, is noted as doing its share to complete the

picture. As it swings back and forth it not only meas

ures but purifies the entering feed water.

In descending from the roof we note the long

gallery containing the switching apparatus, perfectly

complete in its isolation and secure in its fire-proof

protection. The operating room below, with its

switchboards bedecked with signal lights, impresses

us with the idea of ease and simplicity in operation.

Immediately upon entering the space set aside

for the huge boilers, we encounter the heated flush

of out-going air, which is suggestive of temperatures

pictured in Dante’s Inferno. But upon closer inspec

tion, we find that the scientifically operated oil burn—

ers are efficiently transferring the latent heat energies
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The Redondo Plant.

in the oil fluid to the powerful steam-forming drums

above.

Three huge reciprocating steam units, observed

in entering the main power room, are seen grinding

out with remarkable steam economy a load of 15,000

kilowatts, while on the west, their two smaller but

more powerful neighbors are spinning out on their

vertical axes 30,000 kilowatts of electrical energy.

A massive crane is observed to travel back and forth

at the fancy of a small speck in one corner of its

frame-work. Upon closer examination the speck is

seen to be a human being, at first unrecognizable be

cause he appears so small in comparison with the rest

of the structure.

In going below we are reminded by the condens

ing apparatus, with their thermometers placed at

proper points along the line for accurate steam econ

omy records, that the steam which has so recently been

used to drive the gigantic machinery above, is now

once again forced to betake itself into the same boilers

to be again used at the will and pleasure of man.

The reciprocating en_

gines found driving three

ri000-kilowatt generators

were purchased on a guar—

antee that 170 kilowatt

hours be generated per

barrel of oil, each barrel

weighing 334 lbs. and each

lb, containing 18,500 B.t.u.

()ne B.t.u. is that amount

of heat required to raise

one pound of water one

.legree in temperature.

After an impartial test

covering fifteen days, it

was found by the group

of experts in charge that

as a matter of fact 252.8

kilowatt hours were gen

erated per barrel of oil,

thus showing one of the

most remarkable tests of

economic operation on record.

Many pages could easily be devoted to describing

the special features made use of in perfecting the effi

cient operation of this plant. By peering into the intake

of the long pipes used in supplying the condensing

water, new and im

proved ideas are seen

at once in handling

seaweed. By still

further following up

the circulating water

passing th ro ugh

these pipes, new

ideas in valve opera—

tion and discharge

are quickly dis

cerned. The switch

board panels and the

wiring leading to it,

all possess features

of improved and eco

nomic installation.
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(1) Pumping Connections. (2) Intake of Circulating Water. (3) Mammoth Oil Tanks. (4) Grizzles for

Sea-Weed Protection. (5) Electrolytic Lightning Arresters.
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(1) Summer Crowds at Redondo. (2) General View of Redondo.
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The building, housing the apparatus, is solid and

substantial. Its concrete walls are a fitting tribute to

the substantial industry it represents.

To go more into detail in describing the complete

equipment of this plant, we find that there are, in the

main generating room, three McIntosh and Seymour

engines which drive three 5000 kilo-voIt-ampere Gen

eral Electric generators. There are also, as has been

mentioned above, two Curtis General Electric turbo

generators, each of a capacity of 15,000 kilo-volt—

amperes. The three 5000 kilo-volt-ampere generators

have 60 poles each and furnish three—phase alternating

current at 18,000 volts, 50 cycles. These are driven

at 100 revolutions per minute by the three vertical,

compound, side-crank McIntosh and Seymour auto

matic, gridiron valve engines above described.

The two turbo-generators alluded to are driven

at 750 revolutions per minute and are of the vertical

type with condenser base and generate current at 50

cycles and 9000 volts. Since the reciprocating units

deliver current at 18,000 volts—the voltage of trans

mission to Los Angeles—the turbo—generator voltage is

raised from 9000 to 18,000 by means of six single

phase, General Electric compensators which are Y

connected, oil and water cooled. A separate compen

sator is also provided. Excitation current is derived

from a 100 kw., 4 pole General Electric horizontal

turbine exciter, the normal excitation being 60 kw.

at 250 volts. The speed of 2400 revolutions per minute

is that at which this unit is driven. The unit is oper

ated non-condensing. The step bearings, necessitating

an oil pressure of 1000 lbs. per sq. in., are supplied by

three steam driven horizontal duplex pumps which are

designed to amply take care of the enormous pres

sures here met.

Superheated steam, which is found of most eco

nomic use in the modern turbine, is supplied by 601.9

h.p. Stirling water tube boilers. These are of type

0-24 and are arranged in four batteries of two each.

Fuel oil is the source of heat supply.

The make-up water for the plant is supplied by

wells on the property and is purified and preheated by

two 10,000 h.p. Cochrane vertical feed water heaters

and purifiers, right and left connected.

Three reinforced concrete chimneys, which are

shown in the illustration, are of massive design. Their

height above the boiler room floor is 125 ft., the depth

below the boiler room floor being six ft. The inside

diameter of the top is 13 ft. and the thickness of the

wall at the top and bottom is 7 inches and 10 inches

respectively. The foundation concrete is composed of

one part Portland cement, three of sand and five parts

stone. All the chimneys are provided with two 30-inch

clean-out doors.

The most novel-and interesting feature of this

plant is the system of condensation whereby vacuum

is Obtained upon which the efficient operation of the

turbine is so dependent. The condensers are of the

surface type, the steam being condensed by coming

in contact with metal tubes through which cold water

is constantly circulating. The main condenser for each

turbine is in its base. There is also an auxiliary con

denser with all necessary water and steam connections.

Seventeen miles constitute the journey of the circu

lating water through the condensers.

Fuel oil is stored in large supply tanks which have

a storage capacity of 40 to 45 days. The oil is pumped

into auxiliary tanks outside the building at one end

of the boiler room, each tank having a capacity of 1000

barrels.

Auxiliary Power Plants.

In addition to the giant installation at Redondo.

the Pacific Light & Power Corporation has in oper

ation three other steam plants. The largest of these

is that known as the Central Avenue Station and is

leased by the corporation from the Pacific Electric

Railway. This station was put into service about the

year 1902 and has a capacity of 8550 kilowatts. The

prime movers are reciprocating units of the Alberger

and also the McIntosh & Seymour cross compound

engine type. The Central Avenue Station de

rives its output of 8550 kw. from two 1500 kw.

Stanley induction type and three 1500 kw. Bullock

generators. One 550 volt, 1050 kw. direct current

Westinghouse generator supplies all needs for direct

current. The building is of brick and is 140x200 ft.

There are here installed also, three 500 kw. Stanley

transformers for each of the 1500 kw. generators above

alluded to. ,

While not so large in installed capacity as the

Central Avenue, the Third Street Station far exceeds

it in importance. This station has an installed capacity

of .2550 kilowatts. As a generating unit it fades into

insignificance in comparison with its importance as

the life-giving, main artery for the complete installa

tion of the Pacific Light & Power Corporation. Here

we find the executive heads directing the operation of

both the steam and hydroelectric units. From the

Third Street Station emanates the orders which bind

the complete hydroelectric and steam development into

one pulsating electrical force. In 1898 the Third Street

Station was put into efficient operation. The 2550 kw.

capacity of this plant consists of one 1500 kw., one

750 kw. and one 300 kw. generator delivering current

at 2400 volts, 50 cycles per second. There are no trans

formers utilized as the buses are fed directly with the

2400 volt current. The building is a substantial brick

structure 85x125 ft.

The 150 kw. generator is of the General Electric

design and delivers current at 2200 volts, 50 cycles per

second. The building is of corrugated iron as shown

in the illustration and is 50x60 ft. A compound

Ball engine direct connected with the generating appa

ratus is the prime mover. Also installed here are two

125 kw. Westinghouse transformers which are con

nected in open delta.

The output of the California oils for the past sea

son exceeded the enormous total of 78,000,000 barrels

and yet in spite of this, electrically operated oil pumps

are each day coming into favor and meeting with the

popularity of the oil-field management. An opening

for electrically operated oil wells has just been made

in the Los Angeles installation although at Bakers

field, 150 miles to the north, the old system of oil

drilling is rapidly disappearing. Convinced of this

growing field of power consumption, the management

of the Pacific Light & Power Corporation made a be

ginning during October of the past year in the meeting

of this new need. An installation of 150 kilowatt

capacity was made during this month in the midst of

the oil wells at Los Angeles.


